LIVE TIGRE
THE PROPOSAL
Live Tigre invites you to know the only live delta in the world that flows
Into a river…To discover the people and the particular way they live
Between rivers and channels..
You will be able to approach a unique ecosystem in its kind, only 30
minutes away from Buenos Aires. Before every descent, the bus turns itself
into a cinema which video clips of approximately 4 minutes are
projected. You will recall with images in 3D facts the might have changed
the history Argentina: Today our language could be English and we would
not be tango dancers…
You will know the secrets of one of the places chosen by the porteñean
Aristocracy as a place of vacations at the end of the 19th century, their houses
And the palaces…You will enter a world with streets…of water.

ROAD MAP
Football, our passion.
Discover where our
National team plays at
home and where the 1978
Soccer World Cup was
played
.
A unique journey to
nature. We will sail along
the islands and discoverçthe
customs and thraditions
of its inhabitants.

Discover where the
president lives and the
residential neighborhoods
that surround it.

We will travel trough
the historical district were
we´ll appreciate country
houses of the 18th century
and one of the most beautiful
cathedrals in the city.
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We will travel trough
the tigre picturesque
handmade market. We
will Discovery the Tren
de la Costa station.

A 19th Century mythical
Residence where an unique
cultural project is taking place.
We will have lunch and
Discover Victoria Ocampo´s
History.

GENERAL RULES
Departue Time:
Every at 9.00 hs.
Duration:
6: 30 hs. with lunch
4:30 hs. without lunch.

The services includes:
A catering service Turing the tour.
Personalized service with two bilingual guides.
Lunch at Villa Ocampo.
Tour trough the Delta on a private boat.
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